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Reference:  1934-congressman-mcfaddens-comments-and-affidavit-calling-out-
the-fed

But is it even civil war that is being contemplated?  America has been 
infiltrated and invaded by the British Crown - The city of London.  The 
lawful government has been sequentially overthrown by unlawful means---
Semantic deception.  First under Lincoln, then more definitively during the 
FDR administration.  

We are engaged in a battle with foreign criminal impersonators.  They are 
impostors, pretending to be our lawful public officers.

An Example for you to ponder:

Carefully review all of the evidence to reveal the theatrical performances.    
The BAR is obviously involved as are other impostors.

Another example:

We are dealing with a de facto government.  One which is unlawfully 
misrepresenting itself as legitimate.  But it is operating in fraud so nothing 
is legitimate.  We are not contemplating a civil war...we are simply 
confronting criminals that need to be arrested and prosecuted.

• Washington, D.C., The smoking gun; do you get it?
• 26SEP16-more-smoke-will-be-blown-up-the-kilts-of-those-who-think-

there-is-any

Of course there is lots more to this but one solution is relatively simple.  Since 
there has not been any lawful government in place since the 1860’s, we instal 
one.  We hold county elections in the 3100 or so counties in the Continental 
united States of America.  In those county elections we instal legitimate public 
officers which by default replace the de facto criminal impersonators.

• by default—A lawfully elected government replaces a de facto impostor!
• From DE FACTO to de jure – the process for which you have been looking…

This is in your hands Americans...and no need to wait until November.
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From: pmancus@comcast.net <pmancus@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2016 7:16 AM
To: Wolfgram, John
Cc: BECRAFT, LARRY; PHILLIPS, TRUETT; Vicki; VIEIRA, EDWIN; VIEIRA, EDWIN; 
JOYCE, CORNET; SLANSKY, JOE; SOLDATE, David; CIBLEY, DAVID; DAVIS, ERIC; 
GROVE, MICHAEL; PORTER, CARL; McCANDLESS, PETER; Max Pashnev; Marsh, Brad; 
STEVENS, RICHARD; TURNER, RICK; ZERMAN, GARY; MANCUS, Peter
Subject: MORE REGARDING PONDERING CIVIL WAR
  
Dear Larry and John,

For years, in many ways, for compelling reasons, mainly cerebral and pro-liberty 
activism on your parts, I have admired and respected both of you, with 
overwhelming good cause.

Larry, I read one federal court decision regarding income taxes where the judge 
who wrote for the majority pissed me off when he described a brief you wrote as 
“swill”. I was uncertain what “swill” meant in that context, so I checked Webster to 
find out. Webster offered only one definition for “swill”: “pig slop”!!!   It is 
extraordinarily difficult for me to imagine you authoring and submitting a pig slop 
legal brief to a federal court while representing a client. I considered the court’s 
decision to be “swill” and that judge to be a spreader of a form of functional 
bubonic plague in the guise of “law”. I never read your brief so I do not know if I 
agree that it was “swill” but I doubt it, knowing what I know about you.

I have also read federal   court decisions where the majority held that since the US 
Constitution grants Congress the power to impose a federal income tax if Congress 
wanted to impose a 100% total confiscatory federal income tax [Congress takes 
everything--repeat--EVERYTHING--everything every American earns] that is, per 
these judges, 100% okay!!! I say, “No! Like hell! The Founders never intended to grant 
Congress an unbridled unfettered absolute power to take everything. That outcome 
would convert what the Founders intended to be a limited servant government to an 
unlimited oppressive government, which would reduce citizens to state servitude, 
slave status, little worker bees for the damn govt and the benefit of the well 
connected political elite class."

I loathe tax tribute going to pay salaries for federal judges who write decisions like 
that, dismissing Larry’s brief as “swill”, imposing a big fine against Larry [if my 
memory is correct], and declaring a total income tax to be legal. Crap. Welcome to 
usurpation on steroids, cubed. Welcome to communism run amok. Welcome to tyrants 
drunk with power.

I do not understand you two. Think and do what you want but your dismissive 
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attitude or response to what I wrote is odd. It reminds me of what a female 
Hollywood celebrity once said. Brett Milder or something like that is her name. I saw 
this quote attributed to her at a law school in San Francisco, when I went there for 
a continuing legal education course. That law school had numerous excellent quotes 
printed up big mounted on walls in a large hallway. I was impressed with their 
selection and the big display of wisdom. I agree with the quote which was something 
like this: WHEN IN HELL ARE YOU PEOPLE GOING TO GET OFF THE FLOOR. STOP 
BEING COMPLIANT, AND BITCH, GET IN THEIR FACE AND BITCH?

My paraphrase of what this celebrity said is awful and not faithful to the exact 
quote, which I butchered, and my poor paraphrase does not apply well to either of 
you because you two have been bitching intelligently--and doing more, peacefully--
for years, to your credit, but, sadly, with scant success, overall.

My key point is I suspect we are perilously close to the time where it is imperative 
to stop bitching because mere bitching, regardless of how logical and principled and 
well rooted in the real controlling American constitutional law, so far, has not 
worked, has been ineffective. That’s where 2AM comes in. But firearms and ammo are 
useless if not put to good use, and that requires discipline, principles, convictions, 
resolve, courage, sound strategy, and good tactics.

Do stark sobering facts scare you? I doubt it. Both of you have knowingly shoved not 
just a finger but your heads and upper torsos deep down the throats of functional 
man-eating tigers, aka, the Establishment’s well entrenched usurpers. I admire and 
respect you both for that.

I agree with the man from Texas who told me even though he owns 250,000 center 
fire rife ammo cartridges, given our dicey times, ammo is too valuable to waste on 
mere recreational target practice. In many ways I suspect that man has a better 
grasp on reality and how stark is the situation than either one of you do, despite the 
well earned compliments I paid each of you.

I still find Patrick Henry to be more persuasive than Gandhi.

Gandhi’s pacifist tactics worked, eventually, against the British in India because the 
British were decent enough to experience their brutality against unarmed civilian 
Indians to be too barbaric, too unacceptable, too repugnant, too incongruent with 
British values. Sadly, I suspect far too many major entrenched American misleaders 
do not share British sentiment or values that proved to be vulnerable to Gandhi’s 
non-violent resistance tactics. Ruby Ridge and Waco, Texas and lies upon lies, shit 
piled higher and deeper, turning the USA into one giant festering cess pool, making a 
mockery of “due process of law”, support my core orientation. Currently, the only 
“due process” we get is that amount of “process” that the damn usurpers arbitrarily 
decide we are “due”, minus “the law” because they replaced “the law” with their 
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usurpations and now dare to cite their usurpations as “the law”.

How long will you tolerate that crap?  

We have been cheated out of and denied the benefits of U.S. citizenship.

As I presume you two know Henry was a leading Anti-Federalist who opposed 
ratification of the proposed U.S. Constitution. He said he smelled “a big fat rat” 
because it did not expressly codify the people’s individual right to arms. James 
Madison told Henry if Henry shut up and stopped advocating against ratification 
Madison would introduce to the first session of Congress a proposed bill of rights to 
amend the new Constitution that would include a codified individual right to arms. 
Madison kept his word and Congress adopted 10 of Madison’s proposed 12 
amendments, one of which became 2AM.

But firearms are inanimate and useless if not put to good use.

I can think of no better use for firearms than to use them to roll back usurpations, 
first, by deterrence [threat of use] and second, if necessary, actual use, to end 
usurpations.

In dicey times ammo is wasted when used for mere recreational shooting.

Obama--a uniter? Bull fecal matter. The USA is clearly polarized and angry.

Hillary, the unrepentant chronic liar, another uniter? More bull fecal matter. Every 
time she declares she wants to stop dividing Americans I invisibly cerebrally puke 
and give her the one finger salute, pumping it, with a white hot rage, under control. I 
despise her. I do not trust her.

What does “FBI” stand for for you? After Ruby Ridge? After Waco? After the pass 
they gave Hillary, the chronic liar who claimed she did not know what the big “C” on 
secret documents meant?

“FBI” no longer means Federal Bureau of Investigation, at least not to me. Instead, 
FBI now means something like “Fascists Bullies of Intimidation” or “Fanatical Bull-
shitters Incorporated”. I am not that clever but they are even worse than that. A 
FBI sniper intentionally murdered under color of law a female American citizen with 
no criminal record who was merely standing in the door of her home, holding a child, 
at Ruby Ridge, and that FBI sniper did so with immunity. The FBI, under color of law, 
murdered about 80 people at Waco, with the blessings of the federal government. 

How long will you folks tolerate agents of the federal government paid for by 
taxpayer’s money murdering innocent peaceful US citizens under color of law and 
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doing so with immunity?

In the end, we will all do what we will do or not do for our own reasons, damn the 
consequences, and live--or die--with the results. Some will accept the yoke. Some 
will find an excuse. Some will be brave. Some will become heroes. Many on both 
sides will die. We will live out a tragedy. Cowards who survive who are unworthy of 
liberty will benefit from what brave citizens do who die in the right to restore 
liberty.  

To paraphrase Hillary, “it takes a village to create a tragedy."

Mock me if you want but I know you both know at some level I am correct. I wish I 
was wrong but I am right. We are plagued with misleaders who function as domestic 
enemies of the U.S. Constitution and these folks are guilty of high crimes, of 
treason, of gross civic malpractice. They are a meaningful threat to our legitimate 
vital interests. That is not hyperbole. They will not stop until they experience 
resistance that gives them pause. They are like Stalin in mindset and tactics. They 
probe with a bayonet. When they find mush they advance. When they make contact 
with steel they stop.  

Jefferson was 100% correct: We need a revolution periodically to restore liberty and 
to revitalize it with fertilizer, the byproduct of civil war to restore liberty.

Wolfgram is also right: I do not want to live in a hole in my backyard, etc. I just 
want my rights to be upheld. Simple. And I will force the issue if my rights are not 
upheld. I am one. I am accountable to me. I can do what I can do.

I, as a single toothpick, am breakable. I, as part of other armed pissed off US 
citizens, am part of many toothpicks who comprise a giant unbreakable redwood 
tree: The unorganized largest latent guerrilla force in waiting, not itching for a fight, 
but with a true real bottom line and convictions, the kind of convictions that says, 
“Nuts! No more. Crap. The time to go on lethal offense is upon us. Lethal resistance is 
morally okay and practically imperative per the Law of Necessity."

Everyone has to process stark facts and reach their own decision in their own way 
for their own reasons at their own pace.

I prefer liberty to comfort, oppression, non-persuasive gross civic malpractice, and 
bull fecal matter political rhetoric.

Get real. We--us--our generation, the current crop of American citizens, together, 
collectively, we can loose it, the precious “it”, all of “it”--liberty, freedom, “due 
process of law”, Bill of Rights, accountability, limited government, free speech, 
freedom of religion, freedom from unreasonable search and seizure, etc.--, here, in 
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the USA, overnight or with one push over the cliff we go, down into the viper pit, to 
a political hell that scares me far more than death or the risks of war and the 
accompanying butcher’s bill for civil war.

Our citizenship, our birth rights do not guarantee us liberty.

Loaded firearms in our hands, displayed in public, with in your face ultimatum type 
bitching, smacks of a meaningful “deterrence”, backed up with practical means to 
hold the Perfumed Princes and Princesses among us to the real deal, the benefits--
all of them--that are our sacred right, as a matter of law, as American citizens.

Never forget that stark reality, that truth.

In the movie “Twelve O’Clock High” the Gregory Peck character, a general in a U.S. 
Army Air Force B-17 wing in England during World War II gave men under his 
command excellent anus pucker up advice, namely, “Consider yourselves already dead. 
It will make it easier for you to do your job, your duty, kill the enemy, drop bombs 
on target.” or words to that effect. I agree. If you value liberty, consider yourself 
expendable and fight for liberty or accept the yoke.

Henry, again, was right--absolute right and wise. He warned: Beware those who 
hoover around the flame of liberty and threaten to snuff it out.

You know, the task at hand could be extremely easy--if--and this is a big if--we all 
manifested a modicum of courage and convictions, stood up, and communicated to our 
misleaders a mindset that I champion. Why? Because the other side wants to live, 
not die; the other side loves comfort, too. The other side does not want to encounter 
“steel” and will back down to survive. They can be deterred. But, when you act like 
sheep you will be sheered or slaughtered, and when you act like an ostrich with 
your head buried you will be kicked in the ass or sodomized, over and over, 
plundered, raped, ravaged. That is the real “service” “government” provides.

Our governments do not obey the rules--our rules. Our governments are our biggest 
threat to our freedoms, far more than radical Islamic terrorists. Our governments 
shuffle laws like a card shark shuffles a deck. Our governments cheat and call their 
cheating “laws” and “policy” and “for your own good”.

Are you totally feed up with political whores who rail against problems they create? 
If not, you should be. I am.

Kindest regards,

-- Peter Mancus
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